OpenPlus - a flexible route to an honours degree in physics or astronomy

A partnership between Queen Mary University of London and The Open University

Further information
For more information on course options, visit days and studying at Queen Mary University of London contact:

Ms Jazmina Vaca Ortiz
Recruitment Officer
School of Physics and Astronomy
Queen Mary University of London
T: 0207 882 6958
E: j.vaca-ortiz@qmul.ac.uk

Or check our website: www.ph.qmul.ac.uk

Fees and finance
To find out about fees whilst studying here at Queen Mary University of London please refer to: http://www.qmul.ac.uk/undergraduate/feesandfunding/.
To find out more about fees whilst studying at The Open University please visit: http://www8.open.ac.uk/choose/openplus/fees-and-financial-support
An undergraduate degree with the School of Physics and Astronomy at Queen Mary University of London combines excellent teaching, an enriching career and employability programme and the cutting edge research expertise of a Russell Group institution. Undergraduate students benefit from access to a wide range of taught modules, dedicated student support and a fantastic array of academic and social activities organised by careers staff and our Student Society.

Our straight Physics (F300) programme offers breadth and flexibility, whilst our tailored programmes give you the chance to specialise in a subject aligned with our research strengths in astrophysics, particle physics and theoretical physics.

If you would like to pursue your chosen subject in more depth, four-year MSci programmes are available in all topic areas.

Our flexible programme structure enables students to change between programmes during the first and second years. Students can also transfer from a BSc to an MSci if their academic performance permits.

- Physics | BSc (F300) or MSci (F303)
- Astrophysics | BSc (F526) or MSci (F523)
- Theoretical Physics | BSc (F340) or MSci (F323)
- Physics with Particle Physics | BSc (F392) or MSci (F393)

For more information about the Open Plus Programme, please visit our website http://ph.qmul.ac.uk/undergraduate/open-plus-0

Why would this be of interest to me?

If you have an active interest in physics or astronomy and would like to take a more flexible route into higher education then the OpenPlus scheme may be just what you are looking for.

You start by studying a set pathway of modules part-time at home through supported distance learning with The Open University (OU). On successful completion of your OU modules you will take up a guaranteed full time place in year 2 here at Queen Mary University of London to complete your degree.

Grades not matching your potential?
Anyone can apply to OpenPlus so you don't need any formal entry qualifications.

Want the flexibility to earn while you learn?
Starting your studies part-time with the OU also means you can earn while you are learning, and lets you fit your OU studies around your lifestyle.

How the scheme works

During your study with the OU, support will be available from your module tutor and other OU support staff. You may also have the option of attending tutorials with other students.

During the latter part of your OU studies we will contact you and invite you to visit us at Queen Mary University of London or attend an Open Day.

When you come to Queen Mary University of London and on successful completion of your studies you will graduate with a Queen Mary University of London degree in physics or astronomy.

More information about the OpenPlus scheme can be found at www.open.ac.uk/openplus
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